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1 INTRODUCTION
Ultan Technologies has accumulated significant functional and industry
experience developing software across many verticals.
We utilize best-in-class project management methodologies, support systems,
and employ subject matter experts and skilled software development staff to
provide our clients with a high-quality, focused approach to software product
development and software project initiatives.
Our Dublin based office has a team of ten dedicated IT specialists comprised of
expert project managers, programmers and quality assurance testers backed up
by sales, marketing and administration staff. Our development partners are
comprised of 190 software professionals with the highest qualifications and
experience.
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2 SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT, DEVELOPMENT,
ARCHITECTURE and DESIGN
At Ultan Technologies we have exceptional skills and expertise in all facets of
software development, management and solution delivery. Some of these are
now highlighted:

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Project scoping
Feasibility studies
Requirements elicitation
Gap analysis
Project design
Application design
Development
Deployment
Comprehensive ITIL based
support services

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

PMO integration
Change control
Process improvement
Quality reviews
Knowledge transfer
Lessons learned
Training updates
Close-out reports

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Ultan Technologies has designed and delivered numerous successful software products
for our customers and for ourselves. We have worked with both start-up organisations
and with well-established companies to help them understand their customer
requirements, map out a feasible route to market for a software product that would
meet those requirements, delivered on that plan through several phases and then
supported the products while working to add functionality in subsequent phases.
We understand the pressures (time and financial) in getting minimum viable products
(and more functional products) released and we use this understanding to ensure that
our customers get the best possible solution for their immediate requirements, while
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also delivering something that can grow as their customers need more.
Our own three products are examples of how we have successfully developed products
from ideation to use by thousands of users
For more information on these, see the Sales6ix, SensorCIS and mWorkerCIS case
studies in www.ultantechnologies.com.

BUSINESS and TECHNICAL
CONSULTANCY
We have consultants with years and
years of experience across a variety of
industries. We understand how software
can be used and misused in attempts to
improve efficiencies; we know about the
difficulties in getting user adoption of
new systems; we are proficient in many
functional and technical areas (as can be
seen from this document). We bring all of this knowledge and real world experience
to bear when helping our customers in business analysis for the purpose of
implementing or choosing software systems.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Ultan Technologies’ Project Managers, including
PRINCE2 qualified managers, and consultants are
professional and experienced in optimising
organisational effectiveness and have the skillset to
efficiently execute projects both on time and within
budget ensuring you realise significant business
benefits within a short time frame.
We pride ourselves on our agility and
competiveness and would be delighted to speak to
you on how we can cost effectively provide our
consultancy and project management services as
either a standalone offering or as an integral part of the delivery of a bespoke solution.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE PROCESS
At Ultan Technologies, we don’t have just one process and one way of doing things. Our
preference is to work within an Agile development framework however there are
particular areas of development (and some customers) for which a waterfall process
Ultan Technologies Functional Specialties Version 1.01
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may be more suitable and preferential. We have years of experience in both
methodologies and are extremely flexible and more capable of to adapting our
development and delivery methodology to meet each client’s unique needs. To us, it’s all
about customer service. It’s a way of making sure that we meet our clients’
expectations, in terms of the systems we develop and also in terms of cost, timing and
open/honest project communications.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
Our software architects have designed systems that have scaled to hundreds of
thousands of users and hundreds of communicating devices. These systems have been
standalone systems and also tightly integrated with legacy and newer systems. When
we are chosen as development partners our clients don’t need to worry about this
aspect of their development.
The systems we have designed are in use in many of the most security-conscious
companies in the world. We understand these requirements and tailor our design
accordingly.
We design systems that are scalable, secure and meet the functional
requirements of our customers and their users.

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
We provide Turnkey web-based solutions for established
enterprises that seek a more dynamic and secure way to
present their business online. We specialise in responsive
web design, creating a website that renders beautifully
across any device, on any screen size.

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
We are skilled in writing software specific
Apple, Android, and Windows mobile
devices. We have a deep knowledge of the
capabilities of each mobile platform and
build mobile applications that are
innovative, robust, and designed to
maximize the device potential.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE

Ultan Technologies support and maintenance services are guided by ITIL best practices
and will ensure maximum system uptime while providing quality support to end users.
Our maintenance and support services can include:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Software
Software
Software
Software

Maintenance Services
Support Services such as dedicated helpdesk support
Sunset, Integration and Migration Services
Enhancement Services and change control

TRAINING

As a complement to our software product offering and consultancy services Ultan
Technologies can provide expert trainers to enhance your in-house training capabilities.
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3 TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
The following will outline Ultan Technologies technical knowledge and expertise which is
required to deliver the innovative and cost effective software solutions to address your
particular business needs. This section provides an overview of our expertise – more
detail on each can be found in our Technical Expertise document.

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, PLATFORMS, LANGUAGES, DATABASES,
STACKS, ETC
In order to offer you the best solution for your unique requirements Ultan Technologies
ensures it has at its disposal extensive technological expertise. For further insight into
the technologies we employ please refer to our Technical Expertise document.

OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY
Our expert development team can implement custom open source software applications
for organisations ensuring the highest possible return on their investment.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
We provide integration services to connect your existing applications with disparate data
sources, bringing together diverse components into a single system. Our team of
consultants has the expertise to determine the correct integration tools and how they
are applied to execute successful system integrations.

SMS COMMUNICATIONS
Ultan Technologies’ SMS solutions integrate with enterprise systems to allow mobile
messaging to become an intrinsic part of the communications portfolio. We can deliver
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marketing or service-level communications to customers by integrating SMS messaging
solutions to their applications.

DATA MIGRATION
Experience of multiple data migration projects from a wide variety of legacy systems has
led our highly experienced technical team to build a well-tested set of routines and
scripts which enable them to provide this service with skill, efficiency and confidence

CRM CONSULTING AND CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
We have a proven track record of
customizing complex cloud-computing
based CRM systems to a variety of clients
across utilities, energy, retail and digital
industries.
There are numerous kinds of CRM
systems, from name brand proprietary
products to smaller solutions, Ultan
Technology offers experience with both
extremes and has particular expertise in
developing with MS Dynamics, Salesforce,
Zoho CRM, Splendid CRM and Sugar CRM.
See the Pinergy and Sales6ix case studies on our website for examples of some very
complex CRM customizations.

REPORT, BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE, DATA WAREHOUSING AND OLAP
SOLUTIONS
We offer end-to-end Business Intelligence (BI) services to convert raw data into a
meaningful, reliable and consistent format to empower informed decision-making that
moves your business forward. We design data-driven solutions grounded in BI best
practices and deployed using an array of proprietary and Open source tools.

CLOUD COMPUTING SOLUTIONS
Ultan Technologies are experienced in large-scale cloud projects and work with hosting
partners such as Amazon, Azure, Rackspace and Blacknight. We can help your
organisation realise increased scalability, improved performance and major cost
efficiencies by developing products or platform in the cloud.

DATABASE DESIGN
Almost every system we develop utilises a database – from the smallest to the largest.
Our Technical Expertise document outlines some of the products we have worked with.
Ultan Technologies Functional Specialties Version 1.01
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SHARE POINT
We provide a full pack of specialised SharePoint development services including
SharePoint Online suitable for customers of all sizes. Our SharePoint solutions help
organisations automate processes, manage performance, facilitate data sharing and
enhance team collaboration.

DEVICES AND SENSORS
Ultan Technologies has extensive experience in the design and development of solutions
to manage various devices and sensors. Some examples






Our SensorCIS product is a highly effective cloud based meter and sensor
management system providing you with a cost effective and highly customisable
solution which will allow you to monitor and manage all your devices from one
place and to carry out deep analysis of the device data.
Our H2OCIS product went one step further by allowing Water Utilities to manage
their entire meter infrastructure – right through from collecting readings to
producing bills to managing the collection of payments.
Our work with PINERGY has given us extensive experience in managing a large
number of electricity smart meters.

For more information see the SensorCIS, mWorkerCIS and PINERGY case studies on our
website.
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4 FUNCTIONAL AREAS OF EXPERTISE
This section outlines some of the areas of functionality for which we have delivered
software systems in the past. If the area you are interested in is not included, please
contact us as in order to keep this document reasonably short, we have reduced the
content.

COLLECTING DATA FROM MOBILE WORKFORCES

Ultan Technologies mWorkerCIS solution improves the efficiency of mobile workforces
and makes substantial savings on our customers’ admin costs by capturing and collating
information on the job for analysis back in the office, with photographs, reports, GPS
locations, signatures and time stamps.
We have used these capabilities to develop bespoke software systems for many
organisations that needed a more tailored approach for their workers.
To illustrate this, please refer to the case study section at
www.ultantechnologies.com/customers to read “How the Kelly Group Saved £375k Per
Annum with mWorkerCIS”.

ASSET TRACKING, WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT / SERVICE
MANAGEMENT
We have specialist experience in asset and workforce management and scheduling
applications. These skills arise out of our development of the mWorkerCIS and
SensorCIS platforms, but we have also delivered a number of bespoke projects in this
area.
Please refer to the case study section at www.ultantechnologies.com/customers to read
“How mWorkerCIS helped BT track 100,000 Communication Hubs”. More evidence of
this is available in the PINERGY case studies on our website.
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ENERGY REPORTING
Our SensorCIS product is a highly customisable product which provides a cost effective
solution to collect your meter and sensor data allowing you to
collate and distil your energy information.
For further information on how our SensorCIS product is
serving the SEAI please refer to the case study section at
www.ultantechnologies.com/customers to read the case study
“Bespoke SensorCIS for the SEAI”.

METERING AND SMART METERING
We have expert level competencies in developing technologies for communicating with
and management of meters and sensor hardware.
For additional information please refer to the case study section at
www.ultantechnologies.com/customers to read “how an APP Gets More Customers to
Use PINERGY’s Smart Electricity Meter”.

PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING
We can help you enhance performance and cut operational costs by redesigning your
existing processes and ensuring intelligent, efficient systems are in place.
To assess how Ultan Technologies worked with Kelly Communications and British
Telecom on process realignment and redesign please go to the case study section at
www.ultantechnologies.com.

MAXIMISING USER ADOPTION
Our consultants are experts in accelerating user adoption and helping you get the most
from your system. We aim to ensure end users can utilise new systems effectively and
efficiently, increasing productivity and maximising return on investment. We have
recently assisted Trinity College Dublin in ensuring user adoption for their newly
implemented student management system.

BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION AND MANAGEMENT
In order to retain a competitive edge in the marketplace, enterprises find themselves
constantly trying to optimise their business processes' execution. Business processes
gather, distribute, analyze, and integrate data into the strategic decision making
processing of the company. Business process automation (BPA) enhances business
process management as a whole, resulting in quick ROI from significant time, cost, and
resource savings.
Ultan Technologies can automate your business processes to streamline even the most
complex operations, helping you to save money, increase productivity and improve
Ultan Technologies Functional Specialties Version 1.01
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customer service. The result is quantifiable and will positively impact your bottom line.

PAYMENT AND FINANCIAL SOFTWARE
Our expertise in payment technology and secure
communication will help you minimise the
complexity of payment processing and reduce the
burden of compliance across your channels.
For more information, see our PINERGY case study
on our website.

SALES TEAM MANAGEMENT
We have delivered many different systems for sales agent management. This software
has been used for in companies that have hundreds of door to door sales agents and in
those that track large-order B2B sales. We have delivered these projects through a
combination of CRM customizations, Web system development, server process
development and mobile device software.

SECURITY
Ultan Technologies have wide-ranging knowledge in the area of IT security and
extensive experience of developing secure software applications including managing
PKI infrastructure; integrating with 3rd party security protocols; configuration of VPNs;
building software that complies with OWASP best practice, Energy Regulator security
policies, independent security reviews and penetration tests.
A large part of Ultan Technologies’ background is in software for financial institutions
including online credit card software where security is paramount. This is demonstrated
by our successful implementation of and adherence to the security protocols of major
financial institutions such as American Express, Citibank, AIB, etc. including the
MasterCard 3-D Secure implementation.
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5 SOLUTIONS BY INDUSTRY
At Ultan Technologies we work across many different sectors including public sector,
private sector, utilities, construction and telecoms.

PUBLIC SECTOR
Ultan Technologies delivers government organisations and Public Bodies with solutions
to provide the services mandated by their constituents. We have won these deals
through public tendering processes and also by delivering additions to our products.
Every public body in Ireland (including all 4,000+ schools) are users of our SensorCIS
platform and we have extensive experience in delivering to and supporting these public
bodies.
For further information please go to the case study section at
www.ultantechnologies.com/customers to read “How SensorCIS is contributing to
achieving 33% energy efficiency in Public Bodies”.
We have also worked for the Revenue Commissioners, Department of Agriculture,
Department of Communications, Department of the Marine and Department of the
Environment.

PRIVATE SECTOR
Our expertise, knowledge and enthusiasm for web-based applications, mobile device
and wearable technology and solutions allows us to provide exciting new and innovative
channels for customer engagement.
To read more on Ultan Technologies ability to deliver unique solutions please go to
www.ultantechnologies.com and check out the following case studies:


How mWorkerCIS helped BT track 100,000 Communication Hubs.



Developing a New Marketing Platform for Local Dublin
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CRM Customisation for Sales6ix



How an APP Gets More Customers to Use PINERGY’s Smart Electricity Meter

HEALTH CARE

Our expert capabilities allow for the provision of services and solutions to healthcare
providers to effectively communicate and serve both patients and staff. Ultan
Technologies mWorkerCIS System neatly fits within the health care arena to securely
and efficiently manage teams and capture and collate data and information with
photographs, signatures and time stamps for activity management, analysis and reports.
We have significant experience in delivering energy management software to several
health care organisations. Finally we have delivered websites and extensive software
consultancy services to one of Ireland’s leading Fertility Clinics.
We have also delivered patient management systems to some of Ireland’s leading
nursing home organisations and worked on systems for health care insurers such as
Laya Healthcare and Quinn Insurance.
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CONSTRUCTION

Our extensive expertise and experience can assist you in the development of a cost
effective and unique solution to address your organisation requirements. We offer
solutions to cater for drawing and document management, asset management, training
compliance, daily diaries, timesheets, inspections, RFI and defect reporting, deliveries,
permit and workforce management to name but some.
Ultan Technologies understands that at the core of every successful construction project
is a communication platform. Our mWorkerCIS product allows you to manage all
communication for your crew and subcontractors making things like email, site photos,
project schedule, timesheets , health and safety checks and more as easy as driving a
nail.
For more information on how Ultan Technologies can build a bespoke solution to meet
with your individual requirements please log onto www.ultantechnologies/customers and
review the Case Study How the Kelly Group Saved £375k Per Annum with mWorkerCIS.
Other companies in this sector that are benefiting from our software projects include
SISK, SIAC and Collen Construction. Our solutions delivered in this sector often include
mWorkerCIS, but we also deliver other systems such as sales, asset and project
management software.
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COMMUNCIATIONS AND TELECOMS
Through our wealth and depth of experience Ultan Technologies has delivered
innovative products and services to industry leaders within the telecommunications
industry.
Customers include British Telecom and Kelly Communications where we have delivered a
combination of solutions including extensively tailored versions of our own mWorkerCIS
product.
For further information on solutions that Ultan Technologies has delivered to the
communication and telecoms industry please read our case studies on how we
successfully delivered systems to Kelly communications and how mWorkerCIS helped BT
track 100,000 Communication Hubs

UTILITIES
We have delivered full utility management solutions to electricity and water utilities.
These systems manage meters, handle all readings, deal with all market messages,
create bills for customers, track payments for these bills, identify leakages and fraud,
manage customers, track sales and much, much more. We have experience in delivering
software for all aspects of these very complex organisations.

FACILITIES
Ultan Technologies provides innovative solutions to Facilities Providers such as assisting
them with the monitoring and reporting of Energy usage through SensorCIS while
helping Facility Managers deliver services and manage assets through mWorkerCIS. We
are also working with a number of facilities companies to improve their project planning
and scheduling through innovative software solutions.

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
Ultan Technologies has a long association with the Energy Industry.
Not only is our SensorCIS product is used by every Public Body in
Ireland to monitor and report on their Energy Usage for analysis
against EU 2020 targets, but we are also deeply involved with Energy
Suppliers and develop and support bespoke service, operational and
business critical solutions.
To discover more on how Ultan Technologies involvement please go
to www.ultantechnologies.com/customers to read the following case
studies:


SensorCIS – contributing to achieving 33% energy efficiency in Public Bodies
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How an APP Gets More Customers to Use PINERGY’s Smart Electricity Meter



CRM Customisation for PINERGY

CARDS AND PAYMENTS
Ultan Technologies are expert at the implementation of payment Gateway Integration
services and can assist you in harnessing the prowess of technology-driven innovation
for encompassing the services of all the major payment networks. Our bespoke solutions
will allow your online customers to process online payments and pay with their credit or
debit cards right on your website.
Our consultants have particular expertise in this area, having been involved in the online
payments industry since 1993.
To read about our payment capabilities please go to www.ultantechnologies/customers
and read how an App gets more customers to use PINERGY’s smart electricity meter and
how PINERGY’s payment system was implemented with MasterCard’s Tools.

FINANCE
Ultan Technologies’ experience in providing software solutions in the Banking and
Financial services domain has helped businesses big and small service their customer
needs efficiently, thereby reducing costs and improving productivity and profitability
across the organisation. Our experience in this sector is illustrated by our work with
MasterCard Labs advising and supporting them on the implementation of an Open API
and Developer Portal for third–party software developers around the world. By opening
up previously proprietary payments and data services, developers have new options
around e-commerce and mobile payment applications.
Companies we have worked with in this area include Irish Life, Cognotec, MasterCard,
American Express, Citibank, Allied Irish Banks, Bank of Ireland, Visa, Credo, Misys,
Gaiacore, ENBA, MBNA, Discover and Société Générale.

TRAVEL
Ultan Technologies has developed solutions for passenger service systems and offermanagement using their knowledge of interfacing with enterprise systems and third
party inter-connecting software specific to the airline industry.
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SALES AND MARKETING
We have delivered systems that assist companies in managing and improving their sales
and marketing efforts. For example:





working on CRMs to aid user adaption and to adjust them to fit the company’s
processes
delivering products to improve sales agents’ efficiency
working on websites to improve goal-setting achievements
working on reporting to ensure real time reports on sales are available
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